Specifying Brazilian Exotic Hardwood Flooring
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Brazilian Hardwood

Selection, Durability and Aesthetics
Presented by:

Indusparquet USA
12800 NW South River Drive
Medley, FL 33178 USA

Description:
Brazilian hardwood is unique in the world. The forests of Brazil are home
to a broad and exclusive array of species that deliver the hardest and
most breathtaking wood products. This course discusses the benefits of
using Brazilian hardwood, including the durability, the aesthetic appeal,
the selection, and the rigorous sustainability processes followed by
manufacturers in this region of the world.
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Learning Objectives
At the end of this course, participants will be able to:
● Describe the size of Brazilian rainforests and list several reasons
(hypotheses) for its biodiversity.
● Name the governing body in Brazil for forestry regulations and three
international certifications that Brazilian hardwood products have.
● Identify eight hardwood species unique to Brazil.
● Describe the hardness, density and strength ratings of Brazilian hardwood
compared to North America (domestic) species.
● Define four unique aesthetic characteristics of Brazilian hardwood.
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Brazil’s Forests

Overview and Forestry Management
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Brazil’s Forests: the most biodiverse in the world
Brazil possesses approximately 5.2 million km2 of
forest land (60% of its territory); of this total, 98.7%
consists of natural forest formation and 1.3% of
planted forests. To provide some reference, the
entire United States land mass is 9.6 million km2.
According to recent reports, the Amazon is home to
an estimated 390 billion trees and 16,000 diverse
tree species. The World Wildlife Fund reports that
there are at least 40,000 plant species in this region,
a fraction of the 1 million species of life - small and
large - thought to exist here - perhaps 30% of all life
on the planet.
This true marvel on Earth is not only incredibly
significant for its size, but also for its biodiversity.
Although many scientific theories exist for the cause
of this diversity, the scientific community agrees that
there is a broad planetary pattern of decreasing
diversity from the equator to the poles. This rule is
reflective in tree species as well. Whereas temperate
forests tend to be heavily one species (i.e. all pine or
all redwood), tropical forests are dotted with unique
species that often exist in isolation from others of
their species.
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Brazil’s Forests: the most biodiverse
The question of what exactly is causing the tropics to be so diverse still remains. One school of thought
speculates that the stability of the tropical climate may contribute to its rich biodiversity, compared to the
drastic changes that have taken place over geologic time in the higher latitudes (i.e. glacier activity). The
warm climate, with plentiful prey and a variety of ecosystems have allowed species the time to adapt and
evolve.
While there is no single answer, there are several contributing theories that offer explanation for the
remarkable biodiversity of this region:
•

The age of the tropical forest biome

•

Geographic isolation from climatic change events

•

Less stressful, predictable physical environment

•

Variety of habitats in the biological environment

•

High levels of solar energy

•

The large, topographically complex area
Image: www.rainforestconservation.org
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Forestry Stewardship and Certifications in Brazil
Just as in other parts of the world, Brazilian
hardwood flooring manufacturers maintain the
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) standard. FSC is
the best-known international certifications group
for forestry products.
Also, the Brazilian government strictly controls the
country’s timber harvest. Specifically, IBAMA
(Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable
Natural Resources) demands that lumber must be
sourced from reforestation or managed forests.

Under IBAMA regulations, only eight trees per ¾
acre can be removed from the forest; as well,
endangered trees, trees that provide food for
animals and trees that are seed carriers are not
harvested. When few trees are removed and the
fertile ones remain, the forest naturally regenerates
itself.
Manufacturers in Brazil have developed processes
to achieve a simple and important goal: to consume
100% of all timber that arrives at the production
facility. By-products are used as energy sources or
for innovatively-designed recycled products.
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Brazilian Hardwood Product Certifications
Despite the much publicized Amazon rainforest deforestation of the past, Brazil is now recognized, on the
global scene, as a leader in forest management practices. According to Blaser et al. (2011) in International
Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO), Brazil has presented great advance in the sustainable management of
natural forests, expanding the areas subject to these practices as have other countries such as Peru,
Malaysia, Gabon and Guiana.
Reputable Brazilian hardwood products meet the following certifications:
CARB II certified (California Air Resource Board) Requires that wood products emit only naturally occurring VOCs.
CE (Conformité Européene)
A mandatory conformity for certain products sold in the European Economic Area (EEA).
FloorScore® Rated
Indoor Air Quality Certification for Flooring, developed by SCS Global Services with
Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI).
Greenguard Gold
A stringent certification criteria regarding safety factors for sensitive users.
Lacey Act Compliant
Combats the trade of lumber that was illegally taken, possessed, transported and sold.
LEED® IEG 4.4 low emitting materials
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Brazilian Hardwood
Exclusive Selection
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The Exclusive Selection of Brazilian Tree Species
The richly diverse tropical biome of Brazil offers an exclusive selection of hardwood species - absolutely
exclusive on the planet. Both consumers and design professionals may be surprised to learn that while
species from different regions might carry a common name, the two are not related at all. For example,
American Cherry, also known as Black Cherry is ‘Prunus serotine’ scientifically, and Brazilian Cherry (also
known as Jatoba) is ‘Hymenaea courbaril’ - two completely unrelated species. As such, specifiers can and
should expect distinctions in both the performance and aesthetics in tropical species compared to domestic
ones. Later in this course we will review several of these unique characteristics.
Following is a list of hardwood tree species unique to Brazil:
Amendoim

Brazilian Pecan

Angico
Angelim
Brazilian Cherry
Brazilian Chestnut

Brazilian Rosewood
Brazilian Oak
Brazilian Teak
Brazilian Walnut

Langãnia Hickory
Santos Mahogany
Tauari
Tigerwood
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Brazilian Hardwood Product Selection

Amendoim

Angico

Brazilian Angelim

Brazilian Cherry

Light to medium reddish brown with some darker stripes.
Janka Hardness 1,780 | Strength (MOR) 16,900 psi

Medium, reddish brown with darker streaks.
Janka Hardness 3,160 | Strength (MOR) 17,600 psi

Reddish brown with yellow tones.
Janka Hardness 3,840 | Strength (MOR) 29,290 psi

Light orangish brown to darker, reddish brown.
Janka Hardness 2,820 | Strength (MOR) 19,400 psi
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Brazilian Hardwood Product Selection

Brazilian Chestnut

Tan to brownish-red with tight grain.
Janka Hardness 3,540 | Strength (MOR) 26,500 psi

Brazilian Oak

Medium tan or golden color.
Janka Hardness 1,650 | Strength (MOR) 13,520 psi

Brazilian Hickory

Distinctive light and dark variation.
Janka Hardness 3,540 | Strength (MOR) 26,500 psi

Brazilian Pecan

Light blonde to light tan with dark variations.
Janka Hardness 1,820 | Strength (MOR) 13,700 psi
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Amendoim
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Brazilian Hardwood Product Selection

Brazilian Rosewood

Brazilian Teak

Even color from orange to red to purplish to dark brown.
Janka Hardness 2,790 | Strength (MOR) 19,000 psi

Medium to dark brown, with yellowish brown or purple streaks.
Janka Hardness 3,540 | Strength (MOR) 22,400 psi

Brazilian Walnut

Langãnia Hickory

Light brown with greenish tinges to dark brown.
Janka Hardness 3,680 | Strength (MOR) 17,500 psi

Medium reddish brown with darker streaks.
Janka Hardness 1,518 | Strength (MOR) 13,530 psi
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1. Peroba 2. Brazilian Chestnut 3. Peroba 4. Brazilian Teak
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Brazilian Hardwood Product Selection

Santos Mahogany

Lighter golden brown to darker purplish red or burgundy.
Janka Hardness 1,557 | Strength (MOR) 25,400 psi

Tauari

Medium tan or golden color.
Janka Hardness 1,550 | Strength (MOR) 13,520 psi

Tigerwood

Light brown to dark orange-brown with dark brown streaks.
Janka Hardness 2,160 | Strength (MOR) 16,620 psi
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Brazilian Hardwood

Durability | International Testing & Certification
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Janka Hardness Test: the international standard
Developed in 1906 by Austrian researcher, Gabriel Janka, the Janka Hardness Test was standardized in 1927
by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). This internationally-accepted standard is most
commonly used by the flooring industry to determine how a wood species will perform. The rating system
allows consumers to compare and evaluate flooring options and also gives building professionals an
indication of how hard a species is to saw, mill and nail.
The Janka test measures the resistance of a wood sample to denting and wear. Specifically, the test
measures the force required to embed a 0.444 inch (11.28 millimetre) diameter steel ball halfway into a
sample of wood. This method leaves a hemispherical indentation with an area of 200 mm2. In the United
States, the measurement is in pounds-force (lbf).
Janka test results are not utilized for product certification; the results are only used to compare the hardness
of wood species.
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Janka Hardness Test: Brazilian vs. domestic
In the United States, Red Oak is a widely available, very popular wood flooring choice; its Janka rating is
1,290. Another common species, Maple is perhaps the hardest domestic species at 1,450. When one looks at
the Janka ratings of Brazilian species however, it’s apparent that these domestic species are definitively
inferior. For example, American Cherry at 950 pales in comparison to Brazilian Cherry which has a Janka
rating of 2,820 - nearly triple the hardness.
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Density and Strength of Brazilian Hardwood
Brazilian trees consistently have greater density and strength than domestic species. In addition to hardness,
these qualities are key determinants of the long-term performance of hardwood flooring.
Wood density is defined as the mass contained in a unit volume of the material or the ratio between weight
and volume.
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Density and Strength of Brazilian Hardwood
Wood strength is measured in pounds per square inch; essentially, pressure through weight is
applied until it breaks.
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Inherent Benefits of Harder Wood
The hardness of wood is determined by how inherently hard a species is. No treatment applied to the
surface can augment the hardness of wood. As such, the exotic species found in Brazil are simply harder,
and remarkably so. Higher density and strength values are correlated to superior hardness, as seen in the
previous charts. It’s important for specifiers and consumers to understand the key benefits that the hardest
wood products offer.
Performance
Harder wood provides superior resistance to common wear and tear from high traffic levels and furniture,
as well as from heavy displays and other business or institutional equipment or furnishings.
Refinishing
The harder the wood, the easier it is to refinish multiple times. If damage does occur, a simple sanding and
refinishing restores the flooring to perfection.
Rot Resistance
In some climates, wood products are exposed to consistent humidity and moisture. A superior hardwood
provides superior resistance to wood rot in these environments.
Insect Infestation
Superior wood density and other inherent qualities make certain wood species more resistant to insect
infestation. Brazilian hardwood products are some of the most resistant in the world.
Longevity
The hardest woods in the world perform not for a lifetime, but for generations. That’s why we see these
products used in prestigious and treasured buildings, like churches, museums and educational institutions.
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Brazilian Walnut: the Superwood
Brazilian Walnut (also known as Ipe) has no relationship
to the domestic Walnut tree and is universally acclaimed
for its uncommon density and resistance to the elements.
Brazilian Walnut is so dense that it does not float in water
and offers a hardness that measures at the very top of
the Janka hardness scale - upwards of 3,500 (more than
2.5 times the hardness of domestic oak).
Additionally, Brazilian Walnut displays a natural
resistance to rot, mold, and insect damage and,
unbelievably, shares the same fire rating as steel and
concrete.

Top performing outdoor wood product:
-

Lasts more than 25 years outdoors
Mold, fire, weather, and pest-resistant
Scratch resistant
Has the same fire rating as steel and
concrete
Contains high concentrations of tannic
acid, which makes it resistant to rot,
insects, and fungi.

Unfinished, this wood has been known to last for more
than 25 years. For many generations, Brazilian Walnut
has been a popular material for boardwalks and other
outdoor public areas along the East Coast of the United
States. It can withstand decades of abuse from foot
traffic, ocean air and extreme weather.
During the 1920s and 1940s, the Coney Island boardwalk
was made using Brazilian Walnut. Today, various
companies are reselling this reclaimed boardwalk as
flooring. (For example, it can be found at the Barnes
Foundation art museum in Philadelphia.)

Image credit: exoticstonewood.com
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Industry Standard Performance Testing
Brazilian hardwood flooring products undergo the same testing as domestic products
and sometimes exceed domestic standards or results.
Abrasion Test
The Taber® Rotary Platform Abrasion Tester performs accelerated wear testing,
providing reliable data in minutes rather than years of in-use testing. A flat or round
wood specimen is mounted to the Taber turntable which rotates on a vertical axis, at
a fixed speed. Brazilian flooring samples are tested to withstand 2,200 cycles, which
is nearly four times the industry hardwood flooring standard of 600 cycles.

Taber® testing machine

Scratch Resistant Test | ASTM D5178
10, 12 or 14-pound weights are placed on top of the equipment and a coin is placed
on its bottom. In a successful test, the tip of the coin moving back and forth (with the
weight applied) doesn’t crack or break the finish.
Finish Adherence Test
To determine the resistance of applied finish to separating from the wood, a right
angle lattice pattern is cut into the coating, penetrating to the wood. A tape is placed
on top of the crosshatch cut with pressure. The product is only considered approved
when the finish will not detach from the wood after the tape is pulled up quickly.
Impact Resistance | ASTM D-3359
This test analyzes cracks, breaks and dips in wood, usually created by heavy
furniture. A one-pound steel ball is released into the wood three times from three
different heights: 12, 36 and 72 inches. The entire product lot is approved if no
damages are seen on the finish of the tested wood.

Tested wood sample from
Taber® abrasion test
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Safety Rating Compliance and Certifications
Brazilian hardwood flooring is tested and rated to meet the industry’s safest flooring requirements.
FloorScore Rated
Indoor Air Quality Certification for Flooring, developed by SCS Global Services with Resilient Floor Covering
Institute (RFCI).
Fire Rated (ASTM E-84) Surface Burning
FSI (Flame Spread Index) 100 to 150
on
Class C (depending on wood species)

SD (Smoke Development) 75 to 400 (depends
wood species)

Surface Burning (ULC S-102-2)
FSC (Flame Speed Classification) 100 to 150 (depending on wood species)
Non-Toxic Certified
CARB (California Air Resources Board) II tested
Critical Radiant Flux (ASTM E-648-94A)
0.25 to 0.40 watt/cm2 (depends of wood species)
R Value
¾” products (R-0.6 to R-0.8), ½” products (R-0.4 to R-0.6), ⅜” products (R-0.3 to R-0.4)
Slip Resistant
Static Friction Coefficient ASTM D-2047
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Brazilian Hardwood
Aesthetics
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Unique Aesthetics of Brazilian Hardwood
You have learned that Brazilian and domestic species differ on many
measurable characteristics. Similar differences are observed in the aesthetic
presentation of these varied species as well. As noted, common species
terms (used both for exotic and domestic trees) are not related species,
without exception. So, it is worthwhile for design professionals to discover
the unique aesthetics of Brazilian hardwood and how this material can
enhance interior design projects and create distinguished environments.
Richer & Unique Natural Colors
In general, Brazilian hardwood lumber features more vibrant tones - in terms
of deeper color - compared to domestic species. Domestically, stains are
applied to develop richer tones on finished products; in Brazilian species we
see particularly rich and warm natural colors in the orange, red, tan, and
brown ranges. We also see distinct color transitions and variations within a
species.
Color Change that Deepens Color
Some Brazilian wood species like Cherry (Jatoba) and Tigerwood will get
darker over time. The ultraviolet light from the sun causes the tannins in the
wood to darken. Note that when the floors are first installed, they are much
lighter and the color will deepen over time to a richer color. Brazilian Cherry
will darken in any light, even without direct sunlight. While many materials
fade in the sun, this remarkable wood becomes even richer. Designers should
therefore be cognisant of furniture, display and rug placement.
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Brazilian Teak
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Unique Aesthetics of Brazilian Hardwood
Unique Grain Patterns
Traditional species of lumber used for
flooring in North America feature grains
created by mineral streaks, sap wood, and
knots caused by broken branches over the
years. Brazilian hardwood is entirely
different due to the unique climate and
habitat it comes from. Perhaps the warm
climate allows for consistent growth to
create tight and even grains or the
diversity of life forms and organisms
influence wood color and variation.
Whatever the reasons, Brazilian hardwood
offers a broader and more interesting
grain palette versus domestic species.
Distinctive Light and Dark Combinations
Several Brazilian hardwoods deliver
naturally occurring, bold contrasts
between dark and light tones. This
dramatic variation creates strong visual
impression in any setting, whether it be
residential or commercial.
Brazilian Pecan
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4

2
1 Peroba 2. Langãnia Hickory 3. Brazilian Pecan 4. Langãnia Hickory 5. Tigerwood
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Brazilian Hardwood

Residential and Commercial Applications
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The Vatican
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Ferrari Dealerships
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Restaurant | Brazilian Chestnut
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Commercial Office | Brazilian Chestnut
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Brazilian Hardwood

Product Types and Finishes
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Engineered Hardwood
Engineered hardwood flooring is made up of layers.
The top layer is 100% natural wood and the
remaining layers can be hardwood or plywood. The
multiple layers crisscross the grains to improve
stability.
This highly stable core is also less likely to expand,
contract or shift when exposed to moisture,Engineered
humiditycross-ply
and temperature.
assembly
Applications
Above, on or below grade. A great option
in areas subject to moisture (like basements)
or over concrete slab and radiant heating systems.

Multiple coats of the highest quality of
aluminum oxide and urethane finish

Micro bevel edges and ends
Interlocking tongue and
groove construction
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Solid Hardwood
Solid hardwood flooring is 100% hardwood and each
plank is a single solid piece - offered in a range of
thicknesses and lengths. Solid flooring can be sanded
and refinished multiple times, because it’s solid from
top to bottom.

Multiple coats of the highest quality of
aluminum oxide and urethane finish

Applications
Above or on grade. Not typically used below grade or
in areas that have water sources, humidity or other
moisture threats.
Micro bevel edges and ends
Interlocking tongue and
groove construction
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Mosaic Flooring
Mosaic flooring is created using solid hardwood cutoffs from regular hardwood flooring manufacturing. The
sample shown here is made from Brazilian Pecan. This thin flooring is ¾” thick, in 5-¾” wide x 47” long
boards. Designers interested in recycled products should consider this environmentally wise flooring which
creates a work of art from leftovers.
Applications
Hardwood mosaic flooring can be installed on or above grade, wherever hardwood flooring would normally
be installed. These unique designs create a distinctive focal point in designated rooms.
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Wall Treatments
Mosaic wall treatments are also produced using solid hardwood cutoffs. The smaller tiles are 2-⅝” X 2-⅝”
and 5/16” thick. The samples shown here are made from Brazilian Pecan and Tauari.
The smaller pieces are laid in a cross grain pattern on 11” x 11” mesh sheets. These mosaic tiles are adhered
using standard methods and are easy to install due to their pliability. Designers interested in recycled
products should consider this environmentally smart option that delivers a stunning result with a 100%
natural product.
Application
Hardwood wall tiles can be installed in virtually any room, although, as with all solid hardwood products,
designers should avoid rooms prone to high moisture or water sources.
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Finish Options
The finishing of Brazilian Hardwood is also unique to that of hardwood from other parts of the world.
Primarily so because many native Brazilian wood species are left in their natural colors, with only clear finish
applied.
SMOOTH
“Smooth” finish refers to a clear, semi gloss finish (relatively shiny) that allows the natural colors to stand
alone. Many core Brazilian hardwood species are offered in this way, including: Brazilian Cherry, Santos
Mahogany, Tigerwood, Teak, Brazilian Walnut, Amendoim, and Brazilian Chestnut. This practice of ‘letting
the natural beauty shine through’ is decades old and designers can be assured that this natural finish is
readily available.
TEXTURED
Of course, Brazilian manufacturers also follow interior design trends and will offer trending finishes that
change over time. In 2018, a popular trend is soft textures like wire brushing and low gloss or matte finishes.
MULTIPLE & CUSTOM OPTIONS
Based on their species expertise and knowledge of industry demand, manufacturers determine how a
particular lumber is offered. For example, some products are offered only in low gloss because it
complements the wood, while other species are available in the same color in both smooth, semi-gloss and
wire-brushed, low gloss finishes. Custom treatment can be done working directly with a manufacturer’s
representative.
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Smooth / Semi gloss

Brazilian Teka Smooth
Hickory Textured

Textured / Matte
Tigerwood Textured

Tigerwood Smooth

Langãnia
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Brazilian Chestnut Grigio
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Stain Options
Although many Brazilian hardwood flooring products are available (and popular) in their natural, unstained,
state, manufacturers from this region provide broad color finish palettes for most products. Here is a sampling
of Brazilian Oak in several, diverse stain finishes.
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Indusparquet
12800 NW South River Drive
Medley, Florida 33178 USA
Tel: 305-249-1966
Fax: 305-830-9494
Sales: dan@indusparquet-usa.com
Email: cs@indusparquet-usa.com
Web: www.indusparquet-usa.com
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